RALLY MINUTES
19 March 2018

Location: ADM Lounge

Duration: 1150-13PM

Attendees: Christy (Returning Officer), Reynard, Shafna (Election Officers), ADM students and candidates

Absentees: N/A

Candidate Name: Si Min Cheng
Running for: Union Rep

Speech:

- Interested in representing the interest of NTU ADM.
- Concerns that could be alleviated – short term and long term:
  - ADM's sustainability effort.
  - Making sure ADM is represented adequately in NTUSU: regarding FOC, S/U options.
  - Job opportunities for ADM graduates.
- A chance to raise issues, find solutions to raise job prospects and get ppl to look for other things than academics.

Questions:
What does SU do?

- Help students in welfare, every aspect, connect between ADM and the other

Candidate Name: Pei Wen Ng
Running for: Honorary General Secretary

Speech:

- Enjoy being part of school events, therefore feels that it’s good to help out.
- ADMSC provides a chance to participate and give back.
- Will help make sure meetings are organised, minutes are taken, and support role of president and vice president.
• Was under ADM Finance for FOC, therefore have experience in event-planning. Ready to handle large sums of money and administrative work.

Questions:
What does the Hon Gen Sec actually do?
• Help and plan develop, evaluate functions and performances, aminly do admin.
What will you improve or implement anything new?
• For now, not sure. But perhaps in the future when job scope is understood better.

Candidate Name: Nicholas Weng Wah Oen
Running for: Welfare
Speech:
• Have no experience but was a GL in FOP.
• Welfare is rather self-explanatory, but includes planning events, setting up welfare pack.
• Feels that ADM is a close-knit community-give back to community through welfare events.
• If they’re stressed – making sure everyone feels comfortable and refurbishing the student lounge.

Questions:
Specific plans?
• Coffee machine, if it gets proposed.

Candidate Name: Pin Yi Quek
Running for: Vice President
Speech:
• Was a Hall JCRC Publicity director, managing a subcommittee- experience in working with a team in Year 1.
• Year2- Main committee for ADM Music District, performing in ADM Events, also as administrative lead.
• Worked as a team although executed their own roles as well.
• Active in ADM FOP as well, beyond the limits of individual roles working together.
• Occasionally volunteer with Singapore Scouts. A servant leader.
• Likes the strong sense of family in ADM, and want to create a better environment for this too.
Questions:
How will you work with Desmond, the candidate for Vice President?

- Very different people, will balance each other out. If anything, decide by consensus. [Pinyi] is steadier, and they will consult each other properly.

Candidate Name: Nicole Chen
Running for: Business Manager

Speech:
- Feels that business manager is in charge of finding things and sponsorships.
- Will source for relevant sponsors for us, like foundation drawing or paper. Artfriend vouchers, etc.

Questions:
What would you prepare for meeting a potential sponsor?

- Bring her laptop, with notebook to note down things and show him some past year events.

Any related past experiences?

- Used to intern in a media company, and clients can be quite nit-picky and so learned how to accommodate it and find a middle ground.
- Learned that need to maintain a decent relationship, as well.

Candidate Name: Chien Ping Yee
Running for: Welfare

Speech:
- For welfare, you have to give on the spot.
- Any issue brought up - e.g. no good place to rest in ADM, the welfare has to solve it on the spot; an example of this is letting audience ask questions from the get-go.

Questions:
What are you going to put in the welfare pack?

- Depends on budget. What was in it last year? Most important are materials- charcoal, crayon, you need all these things for art stuff.

How would you try to relate to seniors who are here longer for longer than you?

- Ask questions, open communication in open spaces like the lounge.
If you want to get materials where are you going to source it?

- Just get from the suppliers, get in bulk so Financial Controller wouldn’t suffer.

What if 2 ADM students would complain a group of non-ADM students in ADM?

- Both want to use the space - this is our area but since the door is open, the idea is technically we can’t fault them but probably tell them to share. Play by situation. Every situation is different so look at the situation, then decide.

---

**Candidate Name: Elicia Chong**

**Running for: Welfare**

**Speech:**

- Was part of welfare subcomm, so understand the stress level and hell week that might need more attention to.
- Learned from her seniors, and giving back to the juniors and other people.

**Questions:**

Any specific plans?

- Improvements from the welfare pack. Cup noodles.

How would you maintain the cleanliness of lounge?

- Maybe can dedicate rules/ everyone do a bit of cleaning here and there. Will learn about it since knows the scope but doesn’t know everything yet since is a freshie.

---

**Candidate Name: Quan Rui Kwok, Desmond**

**Running for: President**

**Speech:**

- Bridge between students, student facility and SU. Listed the events ADM usually have.
- Was Assistant Hon Gen in Hall 3 before, and picked up a passion to care and serve for a group of ppl.
- OGL for ADM FOP, and bonded over various things- appreciates the value of community in ADM.
- Is used to the rigour of having a big responsibility. There are big shoes to fill but are confident on his ability and fellow SC members to go through this position smoothly.
- Have experience in planning and communication with other student bodies.
- For CoHASS Day – is a social event, for other schools and ADM to gather. IEM and REP could be invited for these kinds of gatherings. Related to design and might be relevant.

**Questions:**
How do you foresee working for ADM, having working at hall more than ADM?

- Will undoubtedly spend more time in school. People who are all in the same course too, and could have some problems that